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T
wo-dimensional (2D) nanomaterials
are emerging as an important materi-
als class with broad applications.1

Their extreme aspect ratio gives rise to
enormously high surface area to volume
ratios, and to a variety of interesting bio-
chemical, electrical, electrochemical, me-
chanical and photonic properties. Inorganic
nanosheets like graphene, graphitic boron
nitride, 2D transition metal dichalcogenides,
layeredmetal oxides, layered double hydrox-
ides, and some clays and silicates are ex-
tensively studied for their charge and heat
transport properties,2 as well as their capac-
ity to form stacked architectures.3 Naturally
occurring 2D biological nanomaterials, like
cell membranes and S-layer proteins, are
also well studied and play a central role in
biology. Synthetic, organic 2D nanomate-
rials are far less common, and are now
receiving increased attention because of
their great promise as components in a

variety of nanotechnologies such as !ltra-
tion, chemical sensing, catalysis, and photo-
voltaics.4!6 Because of the growing interest
in the diverse properties of organic 2D
nanomaterials, there is a pressing need for
e"cient and general synthetic routes to
make and engineer this class of material.
Of particular importance for biomedical ap-
plications are synthetic approaches to pro-
duce large quantities of free-#oating 2D
nanomaterials that are biocompatible and
can be highly functionalized.
There are presently threemain approaches

for the synthesis of organic 2D nano-
materials:4 the exfoliation/cleavage of la-
mellar crystals, the supramolecular assem-
bly and/or polymerization of molecular
building blocks in solution, and the adsorp-
tion of building blocks to an interface. The
exfoliation1,7!10 andmicromechanical cleav-
age of crystals,11 the most common meth-
od for inorganic 2D nanomaterial synthesis,
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ABSTRACT Organic two-dimensional nanomaterials are of

growing importance, yet few general synthetic methods exist to

produce them in high yields and to precisely functionalize them. We

previously developed an e!cient hierarchical supramolecular as-

sembly route to peptoid bilayer nanosheets, where the organization

of biomimetic polymer sequences is catalyzed by an air!water

interface. Here we determine at which stages of assembly the

nanoscale and atomic-scale order appear. We used X-ray scattering,

grazing incidence X-ray scattering at the air!water interface,

electron di"raction, and a recently developed computational coarse-grained peptoid model to probe the molecular ordering at various stages of

assembly. We found that lateral packing and organization of the chains occurs during the formation of a peptoid monolayer, prior to its collapse into a

bilayer. Identifying the structure-determining step enables strategies to in#uence nanosheet order, to predict and optimize production yields, and to

further engineer this class of material. More generally, our results provide a guide for using #uid interfaces to catalytically assemble 2D nanomaterials.

KEYWORDS: two-dimensional materials . supramolecular assembly . protein-mimetic materials . coarse-grained modeling .
bioinspired polymers . interfacial assembly . monolayer compression
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has great potential to produce single-crystal two-
dimensional polymers on a large scale. The technique
also has synthetic limitations, in that it requires materi-
als that form lamellar crystals, the size of thematerial is
limited by the size of the crystal, the exfoliated sheets
can reaggregate, and the chemical structure cannot be
readily !ne-tuned. The direct synthesis of organic 2D
nanomaterials from solution overcomes some of these
limitations, and several elegant approaches have been
recently reported.4,8,12!14 This approach typically uses
rigid, symmetric, small-molecule building blocks bearing
multiple reactive groups that can combine to form 2D
periodic networks bound covalently or noncovalently.
This provides a #exible route to surface-functionalized
2D nanomaterials. However, most of thematerials in this
class areproduced inorganic solvents andarenot readily
biocompatible. A third approach to the synthesis of
organic 2D nanomaterials is to use the inherent planarity
of interfaces to direct the assembly of building blocks.15

Molecular16!22 and nanoparticle23 units can be de-
signed to adsorb to this planar interface, and once
aggregated, multiple attractive interactions between
the molecules result in supramolecular self-assembly,
which can be followed by polymerization and/or cross-
linking. The planarity and molecular orientation of the
assembly so produced can persist even when de-
sorbed from the interface, producing an ultrathin 2D
material. This strategy is well suited for producing small
quantities of material, for example as a surface coating,
but it is less suited to producing free-#oating 2D
nanomaterials in large quantities, because release of
the nanosheet from the surface can be very slow. Thus,
there remains a critical need for high-yielding, general,
scalable and direct synthetic routes to highly function-
alized, biocompatible nanosheet materials.
We recently discovered a powerful new route to 2D

nanomaterials, based on the hierarchical supramole-
cular assembly of peptoid polymers at an air!water24

or oil!water interface.25 The approach relies on the
chemical synthesis of sequence-de!ned amphiphilic
peptoid polymer chains that assemble into a mono-
layer at an air!water interface. Peptoids are a highly
designable,26 biologically active,27,28 and e"ciently
synthesized29,30 class of bioinspired polymer, with
N-substituted side chains appended from a glycine
backbone.31!38 Relative to CR-substituted peptides,
N-substitution in peptoids eliminates backbone chi-
rality and backbone hydrogen bonding, facilitating
extended planar con!gurations stabilized by multiple
weak interactions.24,39,40 At the air!water interface,
peptoids containing an alternating sequence of polar
and nonpolar monomers organize into a monolayer
via adsorption from solution. Under compression,
the monolayer collapses into a bilayer and desorbs
from the air!water interface. During collapse, the two
hydrophobic faces contact each other and physically
bind to irreversibly form free-#oating bilayer nanosheets.

Under decompression, polymer chains from solution
repopulate the interface, forming a new monolayer in
equilibrium with the reservoir of polymers dissolved in
the water phase.24

The nanosheets formed through this approach are
ordered, solid bilayers with a hydrophobic core and a
polar, zwitterionic surface, and have macroscopic lat-
eral dimensions (up to hundreds of microns) and
nanoscopic thickness (!3 nm).24,39,40 The nanosheet-
forming peptoid sequence motif is surprisingly toler-
ant to substitution, raising the possibility of convenient
access to a broad new class of highly functionalized 2D
nanomaterials.41 Functional domains as long as 33% of
the length of polymer can be inserted into a sheet-
forming sequence, and form a folded, supramolecular
nanosheet with surface-displayed loop domains.41 Im-
portantly, peptoid nanosheets are extremely stable
andmaintain their structure even at elevated tempera-
tures and in the absence of water.40 These properties
make peptoid nanosheets a promising platform for a
wide variety of problems in materials science, sensing
anddiagnostics, separation science andproteinmimicry.
The monolayer compression production cycle can

be repeated hundreds of times until most of the
peptoid chains are converted to nanosheets. Assembly
at an air!water interface therefore o$ers a distinct
advantage over assembly at a solid interface: the
air!water interface can be regenerated, and therefore
act as a catalyst. Each monolayer compression cycle
has a characteristic surface pressure/area trace that can
be measured using a Langmuir trough. The surface
(interface) pressure increases with compression until
the monolayer collapses, which coincides with a dis-
tinct reduction in slope and the emergence of signi!-
cant hysteresis in the area-pressure isotherm (Figure 1d).
The production of nanosheets scales linearly with the
number of surface compressions (at a given solution
peptoid concentration), provided that the compres-
sion ratio is high enough to cause collapse.24 The
nanosheet formation mechanism is notably distinct
from the compression and collapse of lipid mono-
layers, where low stabilities give rise to multilayers or
vesicles.42,43 Free-#oating lipid bilayers (bicelles) can
only be produced in low yield via careful desorption of
bilayers from a solid interface.44

Here we further characterize the peptoid nanosheet
monolayer compressionmechanism, and determine at
which stages of assembly the nanoscale and atomic-
scale ordering appear. We use X-ray scattering, grazing
incidence X-ray scattering at the air!water interface,
electron di$raction, and a recently developed compu-
tational coarse-grained peptoid model45 to probe the
molecular ordering at various stages of assembly. We
found that the lateral packing and organization of the
chains is determined during the monolayer formation
stage, prior to the monolayer's collapse into a bilayer.
Identifying the structure-determining step suggests
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new strategies for in#uencing nanosheet order by
thermal annealing of the monolayer intermediate,
and for predicting production yields based on the
monolayer compression behavior. This understanding
enables the engineering of atomic-scale structural
features into supramolecular nanosheets, through
the rational design of the component molecular build-
ing blocks.46!49 Introducing protein-like functions, like
speci!c molecular recognition and catalysis, will re-
quire control over the precise orientation of multiple
functional groups within the nanomaterial. The ability
to create highly ordered and chemically diverse 2D
nanomaterials of mesoscopic dimension will enable a
host of high-surface area functional materials, which
will !nd broad application.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this study, we focus on a previously reported
single peptoid 28mer sequence that produces nano-
sheets in high yield.41 The peptoid sequence is com-
posedof threemonomers,N-(2-aminoethyl)glycine (Nae),
N-(2-phenylethyl)glycine (Npe), and N-(2-carboxyethyl)-
glycine (Nce). The sequence is designed with alternat-
ing hydrophobic (Npe) and hydrophilic monomers,
where the hydrophilic units are positively (Nae) and
negatively (Nce) charged in contiguous blocks ([Nae-
Npe]9-[Nce-Npe]9; see chemical structure in Figure 1a).
We refer to this peptoid as block-28, because it is 28
monomer units long and its charge types are arranged

in two blocks. We !nd that the structure, interfacial
adsorption and collapse behavior of the single-chain
block peptoids25,39,41 are similar to those of related
binary systems24,40 composed of two separate posi-
tively and negatively charged strands. We therefore
expect that nanoscale insight into the ordering
mechanism of the block-28 peptoid should be appli-
cable to amphiphilic nanosheet-forming peptoids gen-
erally. In what follows, we describe our use of X-ray
scattering, electron microscopy, and computational
modeling to determine at which stages of the assem-
bly process the molecular structure of the nanosheets
appears.
To determine the in-plane structure of the peptoid

monolayer, we performed grazing-incidence X-ray
scattering (GIXS) (Figure 2a) on an equilibrated mono-
layer in a Langmuir trough, at section 9ID of the
Advanced Photon Source of Argonne National Labora-
tory. We found a peak at 1.3 Å!1, corresponding to
lateral structures correlated on a length scale of 4.7 Å
(Figure 2b). Upon compression of the trough by an area
reduction of 16%, the location of the peak remained
constant to within 0.1 Å (see Supporting Information
Figure S1). This suggests that the peptoid chains have
a well-de!ned structure over a range of surface
pressures: compression modulates the fraction of
the monolayer in the structured phase, rather than
uniformly compressing the nanostructure. We tested
this expectation by combining our structural and

Figure 1. (a) Chemical structure of the block-28 peptoid, illustrating the block pattern of charges (positive N-2-aminoethyl
and negativeN-2-carboxyl groups are blue and red, respectively) and the apposed hydrophobic portion of themolecule (N-2-
phenylethyl groups are yellow). (b and c) Ball-and-stick representation of (b) the coarse-grained sites and (c) the estimated
atomic positions for a peptoid equilibrated in a nanosheet. (d) Experimental compression isotherm of the nanosheet
production cycle. Under contraction of the interface, the monolayer !rst reversibly compresses, then irreversibly collapses,
producing bilayer nanosheets. Decompression leads to an under-saturated monolayer, which equilibrates over time (450 s
shown here) as peptoids adsorb. (e!g) Simulation snapshots of (e) a single dilute block-28 peptoid dissolved in water, (f) an
equilibrated monolayer, and (g) a bilayer nanosheet. Subsequent !gures show the molecular-scale features of (f) and (g).
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thermodynamic measurements with real-space com-
putational modeling.
To e"ciently model the monolayer and bilayer over

a range of thermodynamic conditions, we recently
created a coarse-grained molecular peptoid model
consisting of two oriented sites per monomer.45 We
parametrized the model to match available experi-
mental data for nanosheets,monolayers, and dissolved
peptoids (Figure 1e!g), while also matching detailed
structural data obtained with all-atom simulations of

nanosheets. Incorporating orientated coarse-grained
sites allowed us to implicitly account for atomic scale
interactions and estimate the locations of all the atoms
in the peptoids (Figure 1c), which we used to create
snapshots (Figure 1e!g) and simulated X-ray scatter-
ing spectra.
Calculating a simulated X-ray spectrum for a mono-

layer at the experimental equilibrium surface pressure,
we !nd a dominant peak with a similar location as the
experimentally observed peak at 4.7 Å (Figure 2b). One
feature of the simulated X-ray scattering is the radially
anisotropic simulation sample: the polymers remain
oriented along the x direction across the periodic
simulation box. This allows us to resolve the X-ray
scattering into parallel (x) and perpendicular (y) com-
ponents (Figure 2c). Comparison with simulation snap-
shots (Figure 2d) con!rms that the dominant peak
corresponds to the typical spacing between parallel
polymer chains.
To understand why the experimental peak location

did not shift with compression of the monolayer, we
carried out monolayer simulations at several !xed
pressures over a broad range, with no peptoids present
in the (implicit) water volume (Figure 3). At zero surface
pressure, the monolayer fully melted in the direction
perpendicular to the peptoid backbones, resulting in a
concentrated phase coexisting with a dilute phase
(Figure 3a). Comparing the simulated X-ray spectra
(Figure 3d) and close-up snapshots (Figure 3e!f) for
a variety of surface pressures reveals that, while the
concentration is very sensitive to surface pressure, the
local molecular structure, or chain ordering, within the
concentrated phase is not. The tendency for peptoids

Figure 2. (a and b) Grazing-incidence X-ray scattering
spectra of a peptoid monolayer from experiment (black)
and simulation (red) show that a 4.7 Å peak (4.8 Å in the
simulation) is a feature of the in-planemonolayer structure.
(c) Two-dimensional in-plane spectrum of the anisotropic
simulation sample and (d) snapshots of simulated mono-
layers reveal that this peak results from the characteristic
spacing between parallel peptoid polymers.

Figure 3. (a!c) Snapshots of simulated peptoid con!gurations at three di"erent surface pressures: 0, 3, and 31 mN/m, with
corresponding surface concentrations of 1.7, 4.0, and 5.8 residues/nm2. (d) Simulated X-ray spectra at the three pressures
show that, while the average surface concentration varies strongly with surface pressure, the local chain ordering within the
concentrated phase does not. (e!g) Zoomed-in snapshots illustrate that the packing and local chain ordering within the
concentrated phase at the three di"erent surface pressures are comparable.
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to cluster into a locally structured state explains the
insensitivity of the experimental X-ray peak location to
surface pressure. Clustering also suggests a mecha-
nism for rapid adsorption and ordering at the air!water
interface: during adsorption, clustering hastens the
formation of local structure and opens up large voids
available for further adsorption.
Comparing the experimental X-ray and electron

di$raction data of the monolayer and bilayer nano-
sheets reveals a strong similarity between their struc-
tural features. By drying a solution of nanosheets on a
Kapton grid (see experimental section), we were able
to create an oriented stack of nanosheets for X-ray
scattering relative to a preferred direction (Figure 4a).
We found that the in-plane scattering spectrum
(Figure 4b) exhibits a peak at 4.5 Å, similar to the
monolayer's peak at 4.7 Å (Figure 4g). We indepen-
dently veri!ed this comparison of in-plane structure by
performing electron di$raction on a single nanosheet
and a single monolayer, again obtaining similarly lo-
cated peaks at 4.7 and 4.5 Å, respectively (Figure 4e,j). As
for the monolayer, comparing simulation snapshots
(Figure 4f) with two-dimensional simulated X-ray spec-
tra (Figure 4c) indicates that the bilayer's dominant peak
corresponds to the typical spacing between parallel,
extended polymers. Since the monolayer is a precursor
to the nanosheet, this suggests that the arrangement of
polymers within each lea#et of the nanosheet is deter-
mined by their arrangement in the monolayer.
Closer comparison between the bilayer (Figure 4b)

and monolayer (Figure 4g) X-ray spectra reveals subtle
di$erences in their structure. The bilayer's dominant
peak is sharper, and the experimental monolayer ap-
pears to have a second peak at 1.7!1.8 Å!1, consistent

with a second peak found in the simulated monolayer.
Decomposing the simulated X-ray spectrum into com-
ponents reveals that this second peak is due to correla-
tions between the 2-phenylethyl side chains (blue curve
in Figure 4g). These competing correlations are largely
isotropic, as illustrated by the ring in the two-dimen-
sional simulated X-ray spectra of the entire monolayer
(Figure 4h) and the phenethyl side chains in the mono-
layer (Figure 4i). In contrast, phenethyl correlations in
the bilayer (Figure 4d and blue curve of Figure 4b) occur
at a spacing closer to the polymer spacing and aremore
anisotropic, showing distinct preferences for certain
directions in the x!y plane. This anisotropy mirrors
the total two-dimensional bilayer spectrum (Figure 4c),
which exhibits a weak peak at 3.0 Å in the x direction,
corresponding to the spacing between residues, and an
o$-axis peak corresponding to approximately rectangu-
lar symmetry, similar to weak peaks observed in both
stacked50 and monolayer51 !-sheet structures. These
observations suggest that there is liquid-like order in the
aromatic region of themonolayer that converts tomore
crystalline order in the nanosheets. The liquid-like order
may aid assembly in that it may allow rearrangement of
the side chains during collapse into themore directional
order found in the bilayer. The opposing leaf of a
collapsing monolayer may ultimately assist in further
structuring of its aromatic face by presenting an inter-
face that is more structured than air.
Taken together, our X-ray scattering, electron dif-

fraction, and computational modeling indicate that
nanosheet assembly is facilitated by preordering with-
in the monolayer: the equilibrated monolayer has
similar in-plane structure to the bilayer nanosheet,
allowing e"cient collapse into a nanosheet with

Figure 4. (a) Schematic showing the geometry of the in-plane X-ray scattering, using the simulated stack of bilayers for
illustration. (b) In-plane bilayer X-ray scattering spectra from experiment (black) and simulation (red) show a dominant peak
at 4.5 Å. The contribution from theN-2-phenylethyl side chain in simulation (blue curve) reaches amaximumnearby. (c) Two-
dimensional in-plane spectrum of the radially anisotropic simulated bilayer con!rms that the dominant in-plane peak comes
from the characteristic separation between parallel peptoids. (d) The 2-phenylethyl contribution shows a preference for
particular directions. (e) Electron di"ractionmeasurement of a single nanosheet bilayer. (f) Snapshot of the simulated bilayer
shows a rectilinear con!guration characterizedby a typical separationof 4.5Åbetweenparallel polymers. (g) For comparison,
the X-ray scattering peak for themonolayer is less sharp, in part due to a competing contribution from the 2-phenylethyl side
chains at 3.7 Å. (h and i) Themild peak at 3.7 Å in simulations is due to a largely isotropic contribution from2-phenylethyl side
chains. (j) Electron di"raction measurement of a single peptoid monolayer.
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relatively little reorganization within each leaf. Ideally,
we would also experimentally compare the out-of-

plane structure of monolayers and nanosheets. How-
ever, we have not been able to !nd a suitable experi-
mental technique that can probe the out-of-plane
structure of both monolayers and bilayers. Instead,
we have developed separate experimental techniques
for monolayers and bilayers, compared results from
those techniques with our simulations, and used the
simulations to directly compare monolayer and bilayer
out-of-plane structure.
Recently, vibrational sum frequency (VSF) spectros-

copy was used to reveal information about the orienta-
tion of atomic bonds in monolayers of the block-28
peptoid at an oil!water interface.25 It was shown that
several side chain groups have a net orientation rela-
tive to the interface normal. For instance, the VSF
spectrum showed a sharp peak at a wavelength corre-
sponding to the !ve CH bonds surrounding the aro-
matic ring of the N-2-phenylethyl side chain. This
indicates that the phenyl groups have a strong net
orientation relative to the interface. This measurement
is consistent with our simulations, where the distribu-
tion of phenyl angles are also oriented, with mean and
standard deviation angles of 48 ( 27!.
We were able to extract detailed out-of-plane struc-

tural information for nanosheets by performing X-ray
scattering with the incident beam oriented “edge-on”
to dried stacks of nanosheets and recording scattered
X-rays in the transverse direction (Figure 5a,b). The
strong peak at 0.22 Å!1 indicates that sheets are
stacked with a period of 29 Å, consistent with nano-
sheet thicknesses independentlymeasuredwith atom-
ic force microscopy.40 The intensity of this peak, to-
gether with the absence of any peak at 4.5 Å associated
with the in-plane spacing of parallel peptoids, supports
the idea that the nanosheets stack #at against the
Kapton grid during sample preparation, during either

the evaporation step or the centrifugation step.52 The
subsequent peak at twice this wavenumber is possibly
a combination of two contributions: the second har-
monic of the 29 Å peak, and additional periodic struc-
tures repeating approximately twice per sheet, such as
the location of the polymer backbones in each leaf of
the bilayer. Finally, the peak at 5.6 Å suggests that the
nanosheets have short-range structure in the trans-
verse direction.
When we originally found the 5.6 Å peak in isotropic

powder X-ray scattering spectra, we ascribed it to
correlations across lea#ets between the aromatic
groups in the nonpolar side chains.40 Although our
simulations exhibit a peak at 5.4 Å for the radial
distribution function of 2-phenylethyl side chain sites,
decomposing the simulated X-ray spectrum into con-
tributions from di$erent molecular groups indicates
that this spacing is not on its own responsible for the
transverse X-ray peak: when we calculated spectra
from simulations by including di$raction contributions
only from atoms in the phenethyl side chains, we found
a peak at 7.5 Å (blue curve in Figure 4b). The overall
peak at 5.0 Å is instead a subtle combination of many
contributions,withbackbone!backbone andbackbone!
phenethyl contributions outweighing the contribution
from phenethyl!phenethyl correlations (Figure 4c).
We can use our simulations to compare the out-of-

plane structure of monolayers and of individual leaves
of bilayer nanosheets. Figure 4d shows a scatter plot of
average out-of-plane heights of the coarse-grained
sites (relative to the backbone sites), where the x-axis
denotes the average height in the monolayer and the
y-axis denotes the average height in the bilayer leaf
(multiplying top leaf positions by !1 so that the
nonpolar side is always “up”). The predominance of
data points along the diagonal indicates that the out-
of-plane structure ofmonolayers and bilayers is similar.
Together with our experimental and computational

Figure 5. (a) Schematic showing the geometry of the transverse X-ray scattering, using the simulated stack of bilayers for
illustration. (b) Out-of-plane bilayer spectrum shows that the 29 Å sheet-stacking peak (30 Å in the simulation) and the 5.6 Å
short-range peak (5.0 Å in the simulation) are features of the bilayer's out-of-plane structure. The sheet-stacking peak is
stronger in the simulation because of the perfect periodicity of the two-bilayer periodic cell. (c) Decomposing contributions
to the 5.0 Å transverse peak in the simulation by correlations between regions within the peptoids (backbone, phenethyl
side chains, and charged side chains) reveals that the peak arises from a nontrivial addition of many contributions. (d) The
average heights of coarse-grained sites in the simulation agree when comparing themonolayer (x axis) and individual leaves
of the bilayer (y axis), as long as the heights #ipped appropriately to account for the orientation of each bilayer leaf. Heights
are plotted relative to the average backbone height, and the diagonal represents perfect agreement. The bilayer shows a
somewhat smaller range, indicating that it is somewhat more compact in the vertical direction.
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analysis of the in-plane structure, these results indicate
that the monolayer possesses much of the structure
necessary to form a bilayer nanosheet: forming a
bilayer nanosheet may require little structural change
within the portions of the monolayer that become
lea#ets of the nanosheet. However, the dynamics of
the structural change betweenmonomers is still largely
unknown. Under compression,monolayersmust select
a leading edge for collapse, break into two leaves that
#ip relative to each other, and then arrange their
relative in-plane orientation and position as the leaves
physically bind. Further experiments and simulations
are needed to shed light on this complex process.
Since the chain ordering of the nanosheets is deter-

mined in large part in the monolayer, a promising
strategy to improve the quality and yield of nanosheets
is to in#uence the quality and yield of the monolayer.
We hypothesized that to increase structural order in
the nanosheets, we can increase the temperature
during adsorption, allowing the monolayer to better
escape kinetic traps.53 Additionally, if the rate-limiting
step for nanosheet formation is monolayer formation,
then increased temperature could also increase nano-
sheet production rates, since the rate of adsorption of
related oligomers has been shown to increase with
temperature.54

We tested this hypothesis by producing nanosheets
at higher temperatures. The peptoid solution was
slowly heated and cooled over the course of many
Langmuir trough production cycles, each allowing
450 s for adsorption followed by compression of the
interface area linearly by 72% over 33 s. Adsorption
occurred faster at higher temperature, as indicated
by the faster rise in surface pressure at higher adsorp-
tion temperature (Figure 6a). We were able to model
the temperature- and time-dependent rise in surface

pressure with a simple analytic model for the di$u-
sion of dissolved peptoids, activated adsorption onto
the interface, and saturation of the monolayer (see
Supporting Information Figure S2). Because we could
notmeasure the surface concentration experimentally,
we used coarse-grained model simulations to convert
surface concentration to surface pressure. The two !t
parameters of the analytic model are themagnitude of
the energy barrier and themaximum saturated surface
concentration at the interface.
The !t parameters reveal trends in surface adsorp-

tion as a function of temperature. At higher tempera-
tures the saturatedmolecular density at the interface is
slightly larger than at lower temperature, while the
energy barrier is slightly smaller (Figure 6c,d). The
consequence of these di$erences is that, given a
nanosheet production cycle with a !xed waiting time
between compressions, more molecules will be found
at the air!water interface, so a lower compression ratio
will be required for collapse.
This e$ect is clearly seen in the experimental iso-

therms of Figure 6b. The isotherms reveal that mono-
layer collapse occurs at approximately the same sur-
face pressure for all three temperatures, which does
not by itself suggest any structural improvement in the
monolayer. However, the compression ratio required
for collapse decreases dramatically at the higher tem-
peratures. For example, at 6 !C collapse occurs at a
compression ratio of 1.96, at 18 !C collapse occurs at a
compression ratio of 1.3, and at 42 !C it occurs at a ratio
of 1.1. Compression beyond the collapse pressure
continues to produce further monolayer collapse
events. As collapse corresponds to nanosheet produc-
tion, this would suggest that at higher temperatures
we would produce more nanosheets per compression.
(Alternatively, producing the same quantity of nano-
sheets at low temperature would require longer ad-
sorption waiting times.)
Motivated by this prediction, we measured the

dependence of nanosheet yield on temperature in
experiment by producing nanosheets by vial rotation24

at three di$erent temperatures (19, 40, 60 !C), with
three di$erent monolayer adsorption pauses (30, 100,
450 s), for 3 h of production. The relative quantities
of nanosheets in each solution were measured with
a solvatochromatic #uorescence assay using Nile
Red dye. Across these nine systems, we found that
increasing temperature increased the overall nano-
sheet yield, consistent with our prediction (see Sup-
porting Information section S3). Decreasing the wait-
ing time for adsorption also increased the overall yield
observed after 3 h of repeated compression and ad-
sorption cycles, indicating that the gain in yield from
further adsorption does not compensate the time lost
by pausing longer than 30 s.
To probe the stability of nanosheets produced at

higher temperatures and shorter adsorption times, we

Figure 6. (a) Experimental time-dependent surface adsorp-
tion (dense black data points) shows faster adsorption at
higher temperatures. This allows for a faster nanosheet
production cycle. Our di"usion-adsorption model (smooth
red curves in (a)) reproduces the experimental adsorption
curves. (b) Higher temperatures also result in a larger range
of area over which collapse occurs (top horizontal region).
(c and d) Temperature dependence of the model !t param-
eters shows that the equilibrium surface concentration (cs)
increases slightly with temperature, while the free energy
barrier for adsorption (!F) decreases with temperature.
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compared nanosheets produced at 60 !C (with a 30 s.
adsorption time) to those produced at 19 !C (with a
450 s. adsorption time). To evaluate stability, we mea-
sured the nanosheet's resistance to electron beam
damage, by monitoring the decay of the electron
di$raction pattern under electron irradiation.55 Elec-
tron di$raction patterns of each nanosheet were gath-
ered at increasing cumulative exposures to 200 keV
electrons. The full-width half-maxima of the 4.6 Åpeaks
broadened with cumulative exposure, but the 60 !C
nanosheets exhibited dramatically greater resiliency to
beam-damage (see Supporting Information Figure S3).
This indicates that monolayer annealing may be an
e$ective strategy to produce nanosheets of increased
molecular order.

CONCLUSION

We have shown that key features of the local
molecular structure of peptoid nanosheets are deter-
mined largely during monolayer formation. The in-
plane structure, as measured by X-ray scattering and
electron di$raction, appears similar in the monolayer
intermediate and in the resultant bilayer nanosheets.
Simulations using a coarse-grained peptoid model
reveal that the dominant peak from these Fourier
space measurements correspond to the real-space
separation between adjacent, extended peptoid
chains. Although these simulations also suggest that
the out-of-plane structure is similar in monolayers and
individual bilayer leaves, direct experimental measure-
ment of structure in this nanoscopically thin direction

is di"cult. We also found that monolayer formation
from subphase adsorption of the peptoid to the air!
water interface is the rate-limiting step to nanosheet
production under a broad range of thermal and tem-
poral conditions. Increasing temperature increased the
rate of formation of the monolayer. A simple di$usion-
adsorption model suggests that this is due to a combi-
nation of faster di$usion and lower adsorption energy
barriers.
Our results suggest new strategies for introducing

structural modi!cations into nanosheets. Building
blocks must be designed so that the adsorbed mono-
layer and the target bilayer have commensurate struc-
ture. Since chain ordering within the nanosheet is
largely determined in the monolayer, structural mod-
i!cations such as photoswitching,56 photo-cross-
linking,17,18 ligand binding,20 and interfacial reactions
with the gas phase57 may be conveniently performed
at the air!water interface. It is expected that the
recently reported assembly of peptoid nanosheets at
the oil!water interface25 follow a similar mechanism. It
also points to limits on the degree of chemical mod-
i!cation possible to the peptoid structure, since the
chain's overall monolayer adsorption properties must
be maintained.41 Nonetheless, a huge diversity of
functionalized nanosheets can be produced using
the monolayer collapse mechanism, and these new
materials, as a class, hold promise for many potential
applications. More generally, our results provide in-
sight into the general strategy of utilizing planar #uid
interfaces to catalytically assemble 2D nanomaterials.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
X-ray Analysis at the Air!Water Interface. GIXS and reflectometry

data were gathered at beamline ID-9C at the Advanced Photon
Source (APS) at Argonne National Laboratory. A 20 "M Block-28
peptoid solution was placed in an enclosed Langmuir trough in
a helium atmosphere (0.3% Oxygen). As shown in the surface
pressure vs bulk concentration curve of Supporting Information
Figure S4, this concentration results in a moderately saturated
monolayer. X-rays (0.92 Å) were incident to the surface, while a
line charge coupled device (CCD) was used to measure scatter-
ing, and a photomultiplier tube was used for reflectometry
measurements. The X-ray incidence and detection angles were
computer controlled, aswere the position of the sample and the
helium-exposed surface area of the trough. Reflectometry
measurements confirmed that we had a monolayer: a three-
step electron density model fit the reflectometry data with a
11.5 Å thick layer showing 35% greater electron density than
water, followed by two thinner layers of total thickness 9.3 Å
showing 2!4% greater electron density than water.

Oriented X-ray Scattering. X-ray diffraction data were collected
at amultiple-wavelength anomalous diffraction andmonochro-
matic macromolecular crystallography beamline, 8.3.1, at the
Advanced Light Source located at Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory. Beamline 8.3.1 has a 5 T single pole superbend
source with an energy range of 5!17 keV. Data were collected
with a 3" 3 CCD array (ADSCQ315r) detector at awavelength of
1.1159 Å. Data sets were collected with the detector 200 mm
from the sample. The peptoid sheet solutions were concen-
trated approximately 100-fold in an Amicon Ultra centrifugal

filter (100 kDaMWCO, Millipore) then centrifuged at 13 200 rpm
for 20 min. After removing the supernatant, the resulting pep-
toid sheet pellet was pipetted onto a Kapton mesh (MiTeGen).
Data was processed with custom Matlab (Mathworks) scripts.

Electron Microscopy. The monolayer sample was created by
submerging a plasma-etched, continuous carbon EM grid be-
neath the surface of a peptoid solution in a Langmuir trough,
immediately after the surfacewas aspirated. Themonolayerwas
then formed at the air!water interface over the subsequent
1800 s. The grid was pulled at 0.4 mm/sec. This is an adapted
Langmuir!Blodgett approach15whichwe have previously used
to show monolayer peptoid deposition by atomic force
microscopy.24 The nanosheet samplewas created by depositing
a 5 "L droplet of nanosheet solution onto a lacey-carbon EM
grid and gently centrifuging it at 320 rpm for 15 min before
removing the excess liquid with filter paper. Electron diffraction
patterns samples were gathered with a Libra 200MC at the
National Center for Electron Microscopy.

Peptoid Nanosheet Production by Vial Rotation. Pure, lyophilized
peptoid was dissolved in a 2:1 (v/v) mixture of DMSO/water to
obtain a 2 mM peptoid stock solution stored at room tempera-
ture. In a clean, cylindrical 4 mL glass vial, 500 "L of nanosheet-
forming solution (20 "Mpeptoid, 10mM buffer) in Milli-Q water
was prepared from the 2 mM peptoid stock solution. Nano-
sheets were prepared by rotating a partially filled vial of peptoid
solution in 2-amino-2-methyl-1,3-propandiol (AMPD), pH 9.0
buffer as previously described.24

Relative Peptoid Nanosheet Production Measured by Fluorescence.
Solutions with nanosheets were placed in multiwell plates with
2 "M Nile Red, a solvatochromatic dye. Wells were excited with
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590 nm light, and emission was observed from 600 to 700 nm. A
nanosheets solution produced by vial rotation to completion
and an undisturbed but similarly aged vial of peptoids served as
reference spectra, and demonstrated a significant shift in the
Nile Red's fluorescence intensity and peak position between the
reference samples. The difference in the amount nanosheets in
solution was qualitatively confirmed by differential interference
contrast imaging. Relative nanosheet productionwasmeasured
by fitting the spectrum of solutions that had been producing
nanosheets for a relatively short while (3 h) to a linear com-
bination of the nanosheet-rich and nanosheet-poor reference
spectra.

Langmuir Trough. The Langmuir trough (Mini-trough, KSV
Nima, Finland) was equipped with an inverted microscopy
attachment and paper Wilhelmy plates. The solutions were
mixed in the trough with gentle pipet action prior to compres-
sions. Unless otherwise noted, the wait time between compres-
sions was 450 s, and the compression rate was 100 cm2/min.

Coarse-Grained Peptoid Model. We defined, parametrized, and
simulated the coarse-grained model as discussed elsewhere.45

Each block-28 peptoid is represented by a chain of 28 backbone
sites, each bonded to one side chain site. We characterize each
site by a position and a principle symmetry direction. For the
backbone site, the position maps to the backbone nitrogen
position and the direction maps to the N!C! bond. For the
phenethyl side chain site, the position maps to the center of
the aromatic ring and the directionmaps to the ring normal. For
the aminoethyl and carboxyethyl side chain sites, the position
maps to the center of mass and the direction maps to the C!N
and the last C!C bond, respectively. The potential energy
function is a sum of terms: pairwise nonbonded terms between
bonded sites, pairwise bonded terms between bonded side
chain and backbone sites, three-body terms between three
successive backbone bonds, and (in the case of the monolayer)
solvation terms that depend on the height of sites relative to a
static air!water interface. The nonbonded and bonded terms
depend on both position and orientation. The functional forms
and parameters for all terms are published elsewhere.45

We modeled small pieces of monolayers and bilayers in
equilibrium by performing periodic Metropolis Monte Carlo
simulations58 in a rectilinear periodic box at !xed number,
water volume, temperature, and in-plane pressure, arranging
the monolayers and bilayers normal to the z axis so that they
wrapped around the periodic boundary conditions in the x and
y direction. We allowed the periodic box and all coordinates
within it to a"nely #uctuate shape under the constraint that the
total water volume (total box volume in the case of the bilayer)
remained constant. For the bilayer, we set the in-plane pressure
equal to 0, mimicking a small piece of a free-#oating bilayer
under zero tension. For the monolayer, we varied the surface
pressure between 0 and 72 mN/m, the value that would
neutralize the surface tension of water. Note that we did not
allow #uctuations in the location of the air!water interface, so
the surface tension was not a parameter of our simulations. We
initialized our simulations in low-energy con!gurations and
allowed them to equilibrate before recording data. We used
monolayers with 48 peptoids (2 in the long direction and 24 in
the perpendicular) and bilayers with 96 peptoids (two leaves,
each 2 " 24).

We estimated the location of all the atoms by combining the
positions and orientations of the coarse-grained sites with
knowledge of the preferred local chemistry near each site. We
calculated the X-ray scattering spectra via

I(q) # j!
j

fj exp(!qB 3 rBj)j2

where the sum runs over all atoms. We set the atomic scattering
factor fj equal to the atomic number, since this is nearly exact for
the experimental 11 keV X-rays.59
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